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Abstract. Electronic commerce enterprises adoption and usage of mobile information technologies 
currently is one of the most fashion trends in information systems research field. In the present 
research on electronic commerce enterprises, the research of mobile technology acceptance 
mechanism in Ningbo context is insufficient, lacking the empirical analysis, especially the analysis 
on adoption influence mechanism under government intervention. The paper researches on the 
mobile technology acceptance mechanism of Ningbo electronic commerce enterprise under 
government intervention. It reveals that the behavior science plays a significant role in the evolution 
of the mobile technology acceptance mechanism and gives an acceptance mechanism under 
government intervention. It concludes that the mobile technology acceptance mechanism is a useful 
mechanism which can effectively improve the performance of information technology and support 
the technology acceptance decision for managers. 

Introduction 
With the rapid development of networking technology, mobile devices, 4G communication 

network, more and more enterprises has not satisfied in fixed office and Internet connectivity, and 
hope to achieve business office applications based on mobile Internet. Mobile commerce 
technology is to support enterprises to carry out mobile office business applications such as mobile 
devices, such as mobile devices, mobile Internet, RFID, etc. Ningbo enterprises of electronic 
commerce because of its typical mobile worker's characteristic, and become the demand of mobile 
commerce technology is one of the most intense industry, the study on the adoption of e-commerce 
enterprises in Ningbo mobile commerce technology has attracted much attention. As one kind of 
enterprise information technology adoption behavior, the information technology adoption research 
for the mobile commerce technology adoption behavior research, and provided the profound 
theoretical background. 

However, the existing research results in the interpretation of e-commerce enterprises in Ningbo 
mobile commerce technology adoption intention, still faces great challenges. On the one hand, most 
of the enterprises are small and medium enterprises, because of their weak strength, in the new 
technology application process of government intervention in a higher degree of sensitivity. Such as 
the government financing behavior of mobile commerce technologies, of mobile commerce 
technologies and their potential application of enterprise training promotion act, will move business 
technology included in enjoy preferential tax high technology promotion catalog etc., are likely to 
influence to the e-commerce enterprises in Ningbo on mobile commerce technology adoption 
intention. On the other hand, due to the e-commerce enterprises in Ningbo New Technology 
Application of network externality characteristics, making the perceived value is not limited 
referred to in the existing research the value of technological function, technical and social value in 
enterprise mobile commerce technology adoption often play an important role. 

Government Intervention 
When it comes to government intervention, it is necessary to refer to another term, which is 

market regulation. In the development of modern market economy, the market is "invisible hand", 
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and the government's guide is called "visible hand". In the modern market economy system, the 
market regulation and government intervention are closely linked, and the important part of each 
other. Because the market mechanism is completely valid only under the strict hypothesis, and the 
perfect government intervention is just the same as the "ideal government". That is to say, market 
regulation and government intervention are not universal, there are inherent defects and failure, 
failure of the objective possibility, will produce phenomenon of "market failure" and "government 
failure", as shown in Figure 1  

 

Figure 1 Government intervention and market regulation 
In the process of economic development, it is not feasible to rely on market regulation and 

control of government. The operation of the market in the process will inevitably result in market 
failures, the private sector has been unable to well solve the problem of resource allocation, this 
time must be government forces have intervened, macro regulation and control, a series of means 
and methods to improve the efficiency of resource allocation. This is what we are here to say. 

Technology adoption mechanism 
The researchers found that the information system, the model of intentions in social psychology 

can be used to study the behavior of the individual decision theory based factors. Davies has made 
the improvement to the other models, specifically for the adoption of information technology 
research and accept the theoretical model of technology adoption system is put forward. The main 
purpose of technology adoption mechanism is to provide a basis for looking for effect the external 
factors on individual beliefs, attitudes and behavior intention. The perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use are the two main beliefs and behavior intention to use technology factors. The 
perceived usefulness refers to the subjective possibility of future users of a system can increase the 
work performance, and perceived ease of use refers to the perception of the future users of energy 
into the use of a technology, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2  Technology adoption mechanism 
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Technology adoption behavior mechanism is considered the use of technology is determined by 
behavioral intention, and behavior intention by people on the use of behavior attitude and perceived 
usefulness is determined. That shows the relationship between attitude and behavior intention, other 
conditions remain unchanged, people usually point to form positive emotion behavior intention to 
establish the relationship between perceived usefulness. With the intention, because it is the 
formation of behavior intention towards them that can increase their performance behavior, 
regardless of whether the behavior can bring the positive or negative emotions. This is confirmed by 
the research America psychologists in front. Frong think, the performance increase is to obtain 
various reward means, such as a raise or promotion if people think. This system helps to increase its 
performance, that is to say the people feel useful, no matter how behavioral attitudes, they usually 
form the behavior intention. Therefore, attitude only provides a psychological possibility of 
behavioral intention; perceived usefulness is an important factor is the formation of behavioral 
intention. 

Therefore, the technology adoption mechanism that perceived usefulness and attitude. At the 
same time, in the external conditions under the same circumstances, one considers the technology 
more easily, that the man's ability is stronger, the easier it is to form a specific behavior of positive 
emotions, therefore perceived ease of use and attitude have positive correlation. The model is also 
proposed, perceived ease of use to increase the perceived performance. People feel the system easy 
to use, in the use of the process will save a lot of time and energy, make a person more tasks in the 
same circumstances. To some extent, perceived ease of use caused by increasing perceived 
performance. Therefore, perceived ease of use has a direct positive impact on perceived usefulness. 

Mobile technology adoption mechanism of electronic commerce enterprises under 
government intervention 

The electronic commerce enterprise mobile technology adoption mechanism under the 
government intervention attempts to combine government intervention and enterprise behavior 
factors, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3  The mobile technology acceptance mechanism of electronic commerce enterprise 
under government intervention 
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behavior of the main beliefs of. Standard for business enterprises are enterprises that have an 
important influence on the perception of the degree. 

Conclusion 
In the present research on electronic commerce enterprises, the research of mobile technology 

acceptance mechanism in Ningbo context is insufficient, lacking the empirical analysis, especially 
the analysis on adoption influence mechanism under government intervention. This paper 
researches on the mobile technology acceptance mechanism of Ningbo electronic commerce 
enterprise under government intervention. It reveals that the behavior science plays a significant 
role in the evolution of the mobile technology acceptance mechanism and gives an acceptance 
mechanism under government intervention. It concludes that the mobile technology acceptance 
mechanism is a useful mechanism which can effectively improve the performance of information 
technology and support the technology acceptance decision for managers. 
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